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ABSTRACT
Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) has been widely used to determine the spin–orbit torque (SOT) efﬁciency in ferromagnet/
heavy-metal bilayer systems. The ﬂow of a radio frequency current through heavy-metal generates an oscillating SOT and Oersted ﬁeld,
resulting in the resonance of the adjacent ferromagnetic layer and subsequent dc voltage due to the rectiﬁcation effect. The dynamics of the
ferromagnet, however, also pumps a spin current back into the heavy-metal. Wherein, an additional contribution to the dc voltage arises
from the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE). The spin pumping-induced ISHE (SP-ISHE) and ST-FMR voltages typically have identical symmetry. In this work, we develop a method to quantitatively obtain the SP-ISHE voltage from the ST-FMR signal in the Py(Ni80Fe20)/Pt bilayer.
We ﬁnd it has the opposite sign to the symmetric component of ST-FMR voltage. After this correction, both the damping-like and ﬁeldlike-torque efﬁciency in the Py/Pt bilayer are further estimated through the Py-thickness-dependent measurements.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0038567

In current research of spintronic devices, the spin Hall effect
(SHE)1–3 is one of the most commonly used methods to generate pure
spin current. It enables the conversion between charge and spin current without assistance of magnetic materials or magnetic ﬁeld. At the
ferromagnet/heavy-metal (FM/HM) interface, spin current exerts a
spin–orbit torque (SOT) onto the ferromagnet.4–7 This torque provides a promising mechanism to control magnetization dynamics of
the ferromagnet.5,7–10 It has also been recognized that SOT can manipulate the magnetization more efﬁciently than the magnetic ﬁeld or the
conventional spin transfer torque.11–14 Therefore, the characterization
and enhancement of SOT efﬁciency attract great attention in the spintronics community.
Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) has been widely
adopted to measure SOT efﬁciency in the FM/HM bilayer.15–17 When
a radio frequency (rf) current ﬂows within the HM, it exerts an oscillating torque onto the FM layer due to the SHE. Although it is generally believed that the SHE mainly produces a damping-like torque,
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more and more investigations unveil that it also has a ﬁeld-like torque
component.18–21 In addition, the Oersted ﬁeld generated from the rf
current also acts on the FM layer. Therefore, there are two driving
forces for the magnetization precession, the SOT and the Oersted ﬁeld.
When the frequency of the rf current and the applied external magnetic ﬁeld satisﬁes the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) condition, the
magnetization of the FM layer precesses. This results in a resistance
oscillation due to the magnetoresistance of the FM layer.
Consequently, a rectiﬁed dc voltage is generated due to the interplay of
the oscillating current and resistance.22–24 Importantly, the line shape
of the voltage curve due to the damping-like torque is Lorentzian symmetric, while that from the ﬁeld-like torque (both the SHE and
Oersted ﬁeld origin) is anti-symmetric. Thus, one can obtain the SOT
efﬁciency from line shape analysis of the ST-FMR voltage curve.
In the ST-FMR experiment, the precession of FM moments also
acts as the source of an angular momentum ﬂow, which pumps a pure
spin current into its neighboring HM.25–28 Wherein, an additional
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contribution to the dc voltage arises from the inverse spin Hall effect
(ISHE),28 which has a Lorentzian symmetric line shape. Both the SOT
and spin pumping-induced ISHE (SP-ISHE) are proportional to the
spin Hall angle of the HM. Thus, it was believed that the SP-ISHE was
a second order effect of the rf current and signiﬁcantly smaller than
the ST-FMR signal.15 However, the Oersted ﬁeld induced by the rf
current can also drive the precession of FM moment, resulting in nonnegligible SP-ISHE contribution.29 Recently, the artifact from the SPISHE in the ST-FMR technique has been realized. For instance,
Kondou et al.30 and Okada et al.31 calculated the SP-ISHE contribution in the total ST-FMR signal, assuming these two have the same
sign. They found non-negligible contribution of the ISHE when the
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of the FM layer is small.
Karimeddiny et al.32 analyzed the angular dependence of both the longitudinal and transverse signals in the ST-FMR experiment and found
that the sign of the SP-ISHE and the symmetric component of STFMR voltage is opposite.
In this work, we develop a method to quantitatively separate the
SP-ISHE signal from the ST-FMR signal without tedious symmetry
analysis. We identify that both the ST-FMR and SP-ISHE signals are
proportional to the product of the in-plane and out-of-plane precession angles of the FM, i.e., a1 b1 . After characterizing the precession
angles in both setups via the microwave photoresistance measurements,29,33–35 we directly obtain the SP-ISHE contribution in STFMR. Our method does not rely on many unknown parameters such
as the spin diffusion length, spin Hall angle of the HM, and the effective spin-mixing conductance of FM-HM interface. Unexpectedly, we
ﬁnd that the SP-ISHE has the opposite sign to the symmetric component of ST-FMR for the Py(Ni80Fe20)/Pt bilayer. Through the Py
thickness-dependent measurements, we further estimate both the
damping-like-torque and ﬁeld-like-torque efﬁciency for the Py/Pt
bilayer system.
We deposit a series of Py(tPy )/Pt(6 nm) bilayer thin ﬁlms with
tPy ¼ 2  15 nm onto the thermally oxidized silicon substrates with
dc magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The samples are further patterned into two types of devices, 20 lm  100 lm (for the STFMR measurement) and 20 lm  2200 lm (for the SP-ISHE measurement) stripes by photolithography and liftoff. The two types of
samples are prepared on substrates cut from the same wafer and
placed side-by-side during the ﬁlm deposition from the same sputtering target. Therefore, they are expected to have the same properties
except for the length. In the ST-FMR measurement, we inject an rf
current through the Py/Pt bilayer and measure the dc voltage at the
same time by using a bias tee [Fig. 1(a)]. The angle between the external in-plane magnetic ﬁeld and the applied rf current is u. In the SPISHE measurement, the Py/Pt stripe is placed in-between the signal
line and ground line of a coplanar waveguide [Fig. 1(b)]. In this geometry, the microwave magnetic ﬁeld is mainly along the out-of-plane
direction. The magnetic ﬁeld is applied within the sample plane but
perpendicular to the stripe direction. Under this conﬁguration, the SPISHE signal is maximized and the unwanted parasite signal is minimized.29 In order to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio, we modulate
the microwave with a frequency of 17.906 kHz and detect the voltage
with a lock-in ampliﬁer. All these measurements are performed at
room temperature.
In
 the ST-FMR measurement, an rf charge current density JPt
¼ Re jPt eixt Þ that ﬂows within the Pt layer produces an rf spin
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the measurement setup of (a) the ST-FMR and (b)
the SP-ISHE. (c) The ST-FMR signal of the Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm) sample at 9 GHz.
The experimental data (black symbols) can be decomposed into symmetric (red
line) and antisymmetric (blue line) Lorentzian components. (d) The SP-ISHE signal
(black symbols) of the Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm) sample at 9 GHz. The red line is the ﬁtting
with the symmetric Lorentzian function.


current density Js ¼ Re js eixt Þ because of the SHE of Pt. This will
induce a spin–orbit torque s acting on the magnetic moment of Py,
with s ¼ cnDL am  ðm  rÞ þ cnFL amr.36,37 Here, nDL and nFL
are the dimensionless damping-like-torque and ﬁeld-like-torque efﬁciency, respectively. m describes the normalized magnetic moment of
jPt
with h, e, l0 , and MS being
FM, r is the spin direction, and a¼ 2elhM
0 S tPy
the reduced Planck constant, the magnitude of the electron charge, the
vacuum permeability, and the saturation magnetization of Py. In addition, the rf charge current also induces an rf Oersted ﬁeld Reðhrf eixt Þ
that acts on the magnetic moment of Py, determined by Ampère’s law
with hrf ¼ t2Pt jPt ^z , where tPt is the thickness of the Pt layer. Therefore,
the dynamics of the Py magnetic moment can be described by the generalized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:
dm
@m
¼ cm  ðH eff þ hrf Þþam 
þs;
dt
@t

(1)

where c is the gyromagnetic ratio, a is the Gilbert damping coefﬁcient,
and H eff is the effective ﬁeld. We further rewrite Eq. (1) as
dm
¼ cm  ðhrf nFL arÞcnDL am
dt
 ðm  rÞ  cm  H eff þam 

@m
:
@t

(2)

On the right side, the ﬁrst and second terms correspond to the ﬁeldlike torque (including both SOT and the Oersted ﬁeld) and dampinglike torque, respectively. When Py is driven into a steady precession
state, its resistance oscillates with the same frequency of the rf current.
The interplay between the rf current and the oscillating resistance
results in a dc rectiﬁcation voltage. For the Py/Pt bilayer, both AMR
and spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR)38 contribute to the rectiﬁed
voltage. However, when the magnetization of Py rotates within the xyplane, SMR has exactly the same angular dependence as AMR. The
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unidirectional spin Hall magnetoresistance (USMR) is around two
orders’ of magnitude smaller than AMR.39 Thus, in the absence of the
spin pumping-induced ISHE, the measured signal can be written as
Vmix ¼ 

Irf RM
½SFS ðHext Þ þ AFA ðHext Þ sin 2u cos u:
2að2H0 þ 4pMeff Þ
(3)

DHðHH0 Þ
Here, FS ðHext Þ ¼ ðHHDHÞ2 þDH 2 and FA ðHext Þ ¼ ðHH
are the
2
2
0
0 Þ þDH
symmetric and antisymmetric Lorentzian functions centered at the
resonant ﬁeld H0 with linewidth DH. Irf is the rf current ﬂowing
within the sample, RM is the magnetoresistance of the sample (includof Py.
ing AMR and SMR), and Meff is the effective magnetization
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
In addition, S ¼ anDL and A ¼ ðanFL þ 12 jPt tPt Þ ðH0 þ4pMeff Þ=H0 .
Therefore, the ST-FMR signal has a symmetric Lorentzian component
(VS ) proportional to the damping-like torque induced by Js and an
antisymmetric Lorentzian component (VA ) proportional to the sum of
hrf and the ﬁeld-like torque induced by Js. Figure 1(c) presents the
ﬁeld-dependent ST-FMR signal of Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm), where a 9-GHz
rf current with 23 dBm amplitude is injected into the bilayer. The signal can be well ﬁtted by a combination of symmetric (red line) and
antisymmetric (blue line) Lorentzian components. We note that when
the microwave is injected into the Py/Pt stripe, Joule heating would
raise the sample temperature and induce thermoelectric signals.
Because additional heat dissipation at the FMR condition is negligible,
these thermoelectric voltages only serve as a background and do not
contaminate ST-FMR as long as the resonance ﬁeld is sufﬁciently
larger than the saturation ﬁeld of Py.40
To simplify the discussion, we deﬁne an effective parameter
el M t t pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nFMR ¼ AS 0 hS Py Pt ðH0 þ4pMeff Þ=H0 .15 For Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm), we
obtain nFMR ¼ 0:050. From Eq. (3), we have
!
1
1
h
nFL
¼
1þ
:
(4)
nFMR nDL
e l0 MS tPy tPt
2

Therefore, both nDL and nFL can be derived from Py thicknessdependent measurements. The above discussion is valid only when the
spin pumping-induced ISHE is negligible. In the following, we will discuss the inﬂuence of the SP-ISHE on the ST-FMR measurement.
In the FMR condition, Py also pumps a spin current back into Pt,
where it is converted into charge current via the ISHE. As presented in
Fig. 1(d), the SP-ISHE signal has a symmetric Lorentzian line shape,
the same as the damping-like-torque contribution in the ST-FMR.
Thus, it is pivotal to isolate the SP-ISHE from ST-FMR in order to
obtain the correct nDL and nFL values. After taking into account the
spin backﬂow, the normalized SP-ISHE dc voltage can be described
as35,41,42
SP
VISHE
tPt
;
/ ghSH ksd tanh
a1 b1 RFN few sin u
2ksd

Published under license by AIP Publishing

sin 2u cos u, indistinguishable to both VS and VA of the ST-FMR signal [Eq. (3)].
Figure 2(a) presents the angular dependence of VS and VA in the
ST-FMR measurements. Overall, both curves can be well ﬁtted with
sin 2u cos u function. Interestingly, we ﬁnd VS of the detected STFMR signal is negative when u is around 90 , as also presented in
Fig. 2(b). This is unexpected since sin 2u cos u  0 when
u 2 ½180 ; 0 . Thus, the abnormal behavior of VS cannot be
explained by the ST-FMR and SP-ISHE induced by in-plane microwave magnetic ﬁeld hy only. In fact, when the charge current ﬂows
along the x-direction, there is inevitably z-component magnetic ﬁeld
near the stripe edge. Since the SP-ISHE is proportional to the square
of the rf ﬁeld, the effect of the z-component would not cancel each
other even though they have different signs at the opposite edges. The
non-zero symmetric component near u ¼ 90 can therefore be
understood by the SP-ISHE due to the out-of-plane microwave magnetic ﬁeld hz, which is proportional to sin u. The small antisymmetric
component is from ST-FMR because of limited angle resolution [Fig.
2(b)]. Indeed, we also ﬁnd that VS of ST-FMR is positive when u is
around 90 where sin 2u cos u  0. As a control sample, the SPISHE signal of the Pt/Py bilayer excited by hz indeed has an opposite
sign with VS of ST-FMR [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Although the SP-ISHE
due to hz is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the ST-FMR
signal, it is important to note that hz is also much smaller than the
dominant hy. Therefore, the SP-ISHE excited by in-plane hy in the STFMR measurement could be non-negligible. The SP-ISHE voltage is
opposite with VS of ST-FMR, since the sign of the SP-ISHE is irrelevant with the direction of the rf magnetic ﬁeld. Thus, the SOT efﬁciency measured in the Py/Pt bilayer is underestimated in the ST-FMR
measurements.
Since the ST-FMR and SP-ISHE excited by hy all share the same
angular dependence, it is not straightforward to distinguish them from
the symmetry analysis. From Eq. (5), we ﬁnd that for the samples of
the same materials with the same structure and thickness, the value of
SP
VISHE
a1 b1 RFN few sin u

is a constant. Thus, when we fabricate two identical samples with the same width but different lengths and perform the STFMR and spin pumping measurements with the same rf frequency,
the SP-ISHE voltages in these two conﬁgurations satisfy
STFMR
VISHE
aSTFMR
bSTFMR
RSTFMR
sin uSTFMR
1
1
FN

V SPISHE

¼ aSPISHE bSPISHEISHE
. By deterRSPISHE sin uSPISHE
1

1

FN

mining the precession angles a1 and b1 , we can directly obtain the SPISHE contribution in the ST-FMR measurements. The precession
angles can be measured via the microwave photoresistance

(5)

where g describes the FM/HM interface properties, f is the microwave
frequency, RFN is the resistance of bilayer, w is the strip width, hSH and
ksd are the spin Hall angle and spin diffusion length of Pt, respectively.
In the ST-FMR geometry, both the spin polarization due to SHE and
the Oersted ﬁeld are along the y direction. Thus, both the in- and outof-plane precession angles a1 and b1 of Py have the angular dependence of cos u. In addition, the ISHE depends on the Py magnetization with sin u. In together, the SP-ISHE is proportional to
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FIG. 2. (a) The angular-dependent VS (red symbols) and VA (blue symbols) of the
measured signal of Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm) in ST-FMR measurements. Lines are ﬁttings
using the sin 2u cos u function. (b) The ﬁeld-dependent signal at u ¼ 908.
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FIG. 3. (a), (b), and (c) are the measurements with the SP-ISHE conﬁguration at
u ¼ 90 , f ¼9 GHz and (d), (e), and (f)
are the measurements with the ST-FMR
conﬁguration at u ¼ 10 , f ¼ 9 GHz.
(a) and (d) are the magnetic ﬁelddependent voltages of the Py(6 nm)/
Pt(6 nm) sample with dc current þI0
(þ1 mA, black curve) and I0 (1 mA,
orange curve). (b) and (e) are the magnetic ﬁeld-dependent microwave photoresistance. (c) and (f) are the relationship
between the measured voltage signals
and the product of the in-plane and out-ofplane precession angles.

measurement.29,33 Figure 3(a) presents the ﬁeld-dependent voltage
curves for the Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm) sample in the spin pumping measurement, with the dc current þI0 (þ1 mA, black) and I0 (1 mA,
orange), respectively. The external magnetic ﬁeld is applied along
u ¼ 90 , and the microwave is 9 GHz with 32 dBm. In the FMR
condition, the magnetization precession alters the angle of the magnetization with respect to the dc current, resulting in a change of the
time-averaged resistance due to the MR. This is the so-called microwave photoresistance RMW.43 Figure 3(b) presents RMW obtained by
0Þ
RMW ¼ UðþI0 ÞUðI
, and it can be described with
2I0
RM 2
(6)
ða cos 2uþb21 cos2 uÞ  FS ðHext Þ:
RMW ðHext Þ ¼ 
2 1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Here, a1 =b1 ¼ 1 þ 4pMeff =H0 . Fitting the data with Eq. (6), we
obtain a1 ¼ 0:016 rad; b1 ¼ 0:005 rad, respectively. For a given sample with a ﬁxed microwave frequency, the VSP indeed scales linearly
with product of a1 b1 by varying the microwave power [Fig. 3(c)].
Similarly, we also perform the microwave photoresistance measurement in the ST-FMR geometry at u ¼ 10 , where both ST-FMR
and RMW are relatively large. Figure 3(d) presents the ST-FMR curves
for Py(6 nm)/Pt(6 nm) with 61 mA dc current. The injected rf current
is 9 GHz with 23 dBm. In this geometry, the precession angles are
obtained as a1 ¼0:062 rad; b1 ¼0:022 rad [Fig. 3(e)]. The SP-ISHE
voltage in the ST-FMR measurement can thus be calculated as
4.2 lV, where the symmetric component of ST-FMR signal VS is
35.9 lV [Fig. 1(c)]. The contribution of SP-ISHE voltage in the STFMR signal is 12%. After removing this SP-ISHE signal, we correct
the value of nFMR from 0.050 to 0.056. As expected, both VS and VA of
the ST-FMR signal also increase linearly with the product of the inplane and out-of-plane precession angles a1 b1 [Fig. 3(f)].
Finally, we obtain the damping-like-torque efﬁciency nDL and the
ﬁeld-like-torque efﬁciency nFL in the Py/Pt bilayer system. According
1
to Eq. (4), nFMR
is linearly proportional to l M1S tPy , where nDL and nFL
0

can be determined from the intercept and slope. We thus perform the
ST-FMR measurements on a series of Py(tPy )/Pt(6 nm) with different
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Py thicknesses. From the microwave frequency-dependent resonance
ﬁeld, thickness-dependent magnetization 4pMeff of Py can be obtained
using the Kittel equation [Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 4(b) presents the hysteresis
loops of Py(tPy )/Pt(6 nm) bilayers with the superconducting quantum
interference device-vibrating sample magnetometer. The 4pMS as a
function of Py is also plotted in Fig. 4(a). 4pMeff and 4pMS have similar values except for 2-nm Py, indicating a weak interface anisotropy.

FIG. 4. (a) tPy -dependent effective saturation magnetization 4pMeff (black) and saturation magnetization 4pMS (red) of Py. (b) Hysteresis loops of a series of Py(tPy )/
1
vs l M1S tPy for (c)
Pt(6 nm) bilayers. Corrected (red) and uncorrected (black) nFMR
0
Py(tPy )/Pt(6 nm) system, and (d) Py(tPy )/Pt(10 nm) system. The lines are ﬁttings
with Eq. (4).
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TABLE I. Comparison of nDL and nFL obtained among different groups.

System
nDL
nFL

Py/Pt44

CoFeB/Pt32

CoFeB/Pt45

Ta/Fe/Pt46

Py/Pt (this work)

0.087 6 0.007
0.024 6 0.003

0.090 6 0.006
0.020 6 0.002

0.09
N. A.

0.12 6 0.02
N. A.

0.083 6 0.005
0.023 6 0.003

With the help of microwave photoresistance measurements, we further correct the SOT efﬁciency taking into account the SP-ISHE contribution for every sample. Figure 4(c) presents the corrected and
1
as a function of l M1S tPy . The linear ﬁtting yields dampuncorrected nFMR
0
ing-like-torque efﬁciency nDL ¼ 0:081 6 0:002 and ﬁeld-like-torque
efﬁciency nFL ¼ 0:020 6 0:002 for the Py(tPy )/Pt(6 nm) system. To
check the consistency, we also performed similar studies to 10-nm Pt
[Fig. 4(d)]. The contribution of the SP-ISHE to the measured symmetrical signal increases sharply as compared to 6-nm Pt. The obtained
SOT efﬁciencies are nDL ¼ 0:084 6 0:007 and nFL ¼ 0:025 6 0:004,
consistent with those obtained with 6-nm Pt within the experimental
error margin. By averaging these values obtained with different Pt
thicknesses, we have nDL ¼ 0:083 6 0:005 and nFL ¼ 0:023 6 0:003.
As presented in Table I, both nDL and nFL are in excellent agreement
with those obtain by Nan et al. for the Py/Pt system.44 nDL is also consistent with the values reported by Karimeddiny et al.32 and
Skowronski et al.45 for the CoFeB/Pt bilayer system, albeit smaller
than the value reported by Liu et al.46 for the Ta(4 nm)/Fe(4 nm)/
Pt(5 nm) trilayer system. The difference may due to the fact that no FL
torque correction was considered in that work, and the Pt/Fe sample
was deposited on Ta buffer layer, which also had strong spin–orbit
coupling thus might inﬂuence the result. We note that the obtained
nFL has opposite sign with CoFeB/Pt bilayer system,32 suggesting it is
interface-dependent and provides additional opportunity to tune the
efﬁciency with interface engineering in the SOT-based devices.
In conclusion, we develop a method to separate the SP-ISHE signal from the ST-FMR voltage. In combination with the precession
angle measurements, we can quantitatively isolate the SP-ISHE signal
in the ST-FMR technique. The contribution of SP-ISHE voltage to the
symmetric component of the ST-FMR signal is non-negligible and
with opposite signs. After correction, we obtain the damping-liketorque efﬁciency nDL and ﬁeld-like-torque efﬁciency nFL of the Py/Pt
bilayer to be 0.083 6 0.005 and 0.023 6 0.003, respectively.
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